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In Hall, Lane, and Wales [3], two classes of symmetric designs are con- 
structed from rank three permutation groups (see [3] and [4] for definitions 
and notation). As an example of one of these constructions, they exhibit 
a symmetric design D with the parameters (56, 11, 2), that is to say, with 
56 points, 56 blocks, 11 points per block and any 2 distinct points determine 
exactly 2 blocks. The rank three representation of PSL(3,4) of degree 56 
is used in the construction. 
This design can be constructed with the aid of the Steiner system S,, 
associated with the Mathieu group M,, on 22 symbols. The hint for this 
construction comes from the remark in [3] that the points of D can be 
looked upon as a set of ovoids in the projective plane PG(2,4) upon which 
PSL(3, 4) acts. There are 168 ovals in this plane and under the action 
of PSL(3,4) they are divided into 3 orbits of 56 each. But one of these 
orbits is just the set of blocks avoiding a particular point in a certain 
representation of S,, (see for example [6]). 
Using the representation of D derived from S,, it is possible to compute 
that D has a group of collineations which is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
index 3 in the group of all collineations and correlations of the geometry 
PG(2,4). In order to show that this is the full group of collineations, one 
needs to know that the stabilizer of a point in the representation PSL(3,4) 
on 56 symbols is PSL(2,9) acting in its natural representation as a group 
on 10 symbols on one of the orbits and in its representation on the 45 
unordered pairs from the 10 symbols on the other orbit. Wales [7] discusses 
this representation of PSL(3,4) and the associated graph [4] in detail. 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF D 
Let S,, = (g, g’, I) where B is the point set, @ the block set and I the 
incidence relation, be the Steiner system associated with A4,, (see [5]). 
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Geometric language will be used; if P E B and b E g then P lies on b if 
PIb. If P does not lie on the block b then we write Pfb. Recall a few simple 
facts about S,, . 
Each block has 6 points on it and 3 distinct points determine a unique 
block. 
(1) For each b E B there are 16 blocks having no points in common 
with b. 
(2) If P E B and b E 9 with Pfb then there are 6 blocks through P 
having no points in common with b and 10 blocks not containing P which 
have no points in common with b. 
(3) For a point P, let 7~~ be the geometry obtained from S,, by deleting 
P from the set of points and taking as lines the blocks incident with P, 
then rp is a projective plane PG(2,4) with 5 points per line. 
(4) 2 distinct blocks have 0 or 2 points in common. 
(5) Given 3 distinct blocks b, , 6, , b, , they may be so labeled that 
b, and b, have a point in common. 
(6) There are 77 blocks, 21 incident with a particular point. 
(7) Let P E .Y and b E g with Pfb, then b is an ovoid in rp . 
Proofs of all these facts are simple counting arguments and may be found 
in, for example, [5] and [6]. However, I do not have a reference for 
(8) With the notation of (7) the 6 blocks containing P but each having 
no points in common with b form the lines of a dual oval in rp. 
Proof of (8). Let 3 of these blocks be confluent in np, say they are 
incident with Q. Then because of (4) any 2 of these 3 blocks have just P 
and Q in common. Thus we account for 3(6) - 2(2) = 14 of the 22 points. 
The remaining 8 points lie on 2 blocks through P and Q, hence b must 
have 3 points in common with one of them. This is a contradiction. 
This fact allows us to assign to each block b not containing P as a dual 
oval b* in a unique way. Since the blocks not through P are the ovals of 
an orbit of ovals under the action of PSL(3,4) on np , the associated dual 
ovals also form an orbit under PSL(3, 4). 
(9) Let b, b’ E &? with b n b’ # @, then, if P is a point not on either 
b or b’, there are exactly 2 blocks neither of which contains P or any point 
of b or b’. 
ProoJ There are 4 points of b’ not on b, each of which is incident with 
6 blocks having no points in common with b. In view of (4), this accounts 
for 4(6)/2 = 12 blocks. Look now at the plane rrp , then b and b’ are ovoids 
with 2 points in common, hence their duals must have 2 lines in common. 
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But as P may be replaced by any point not on either b or b’, the 4 blocks 
which avoid both b and b’ must be so situated that 2 go through each point. 
Since 2 go through, there remain just 2 that satisfy the conditions of (9). 
We are now in a position to construct the design D. Fix P E S’ and set 
and for each b E II set 
Ii’ = {b E A? j Pfb} 
B,={b’~flibnb’= @>u{b}; 
then 1 B, 1 = 11 because of (2). Finally set 
Tf we let I be the element-set-inclusion relation. then 
THEOREM. D = (n, cJY, I) is a symmetric design with the parameters 
(56, 11, 2). 
Proof. Let b, , b, EIT then looked on in S,, , if 1 b, n b, / = 2, then 
by (9) there are 2 members of 17, say b,’ and b,’ such that b,IBLj (i,j = 1,2). 
If I b, n 6, I = o, then b,ZB,j (i #f) and there is no other b ~17 with 
b, and b, both in Bb because of (3). This verifies that 2 distinct “points” 
of D determine 2 distinct “blocks”. Each block contains 11 points. Note 
that bIB,t if and only if b’IB1, shows that each point lies on 11 blocks. 
In fact this remark proves more, namely: 
PROPOSITION. The mapping b li- Bh defines a polarity of the design D. 
This polarity is a feature of all the designs constructed by Hall, Lane, 
and Wales with the method which gave D, as pointed out in [4, p. 1511. 
THE COLLINEATION GROUP OF D 
From the construction of D it is clear that the stabilizer of a point in 
the full collineation group of S,, of automorphisms of D. But this is 
PSL(3,4) extended by an element of order 2 which in a suitable coordinate 
system of PG(2,4) corresponds to a field automorfihism of GF(4). The 
full collineation group of PG(2,4) is transitive on the 168 ovals in the plane, 
hence on the dual ovals. We may conclude that there is a polarity T of 
the plane that takes a particular ovoid b to its dual ovoid b*, hence the 
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orbit of b under PSL has the orbit of b* under PSL as its image by 7. 
Define T’ : 9 -+ g by 
~7’ = y provided that y* = x’; 
then 7’ extends to a collineation of D and, because under conjugation by 
T’ PSL undergoes the same outer automorphism as under r, this col- 
lineation has not been accounted for in the group induced by the 
collineations of SZZ . In order to show that this group of order 4 j PSL(3,4)1 
is the full group of automorphisms of D, it is necessary to consider 
separately the cases in which the collineation group is 2-transitive and 
where it is rank three. 
Let G be the full collineation group of D. Assume first that G is doubly 
transitive on the points of D and consider the stabilizer Gb of a point 
b ~fl. By the Dembowski-Hughes-Parker theorem [2, p. 4001 Gb has 2 
orbits of blocks-clearly one consists of the 11 blocks containing b and 
the other of the 45 blocks not containing b. It is easy to verify that G is 
isomorphic to PrL(2, 9). the automorphism group of the symmetric 
group on 6 letters. 
LEMMA. PrL(2, 9) is a maximal subgroup of the symmetric: group on 
10 letters, and has no transitive extension to a group on 11 letters. 
Proof. We prove the second statement first. If PI’L(2,9) has a transitive 
extension to a group G on 11 letters, then since the PGL(2,9) is sharply 
triply transitive on IO letters, the stabilizer of 4 points in G has order 2, 
and corresponds to the field automorphism of GF(9), which can be repre- 
sented as the product of 3 disjoint 2 cycles. Hence the stabilizer of 4 
points determines uniquely a fifth fixed point. Taking such sets of 5 points 
as blocks, we get a 4-(11,5, I) design. But the only such design is the Steiner 
system associated with M,, . But the stabilizer of a point in M,, is iso- 
morphic to the subgroup of even permutations of PrL(2, 9) and this is 
a contradiction. 
The above argument may be extended to show that M,, has no non- 
trivial outer automorphism once one notices that M,, has only one 
conjugate class of subgroups of index 11. 
Assume that PI’L(2, 9) is not maximal in S,, , then since it is 3-transitive, 
it is primitive; hence by a theorem of Manning [8, p. 401 the index of any 
overgroup H < S,, must be divisible by 210. Since 1 PI’L(2, 9)j = 2(6!) 
it follows that the index of H in S,, is a divisor of 12. Since PI’L(2, 9) is 
isomorphic to the automorphism group of S, , it does not have a faithful 
transitive representation on less than 8 letters. If H # PI’L, then represent 
the latter on its cosets in H by translation. Since I1 < 16, there is 1 orbit 
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(other than that of the coset containing 1) on which the representation 
has a non-trivial kernel. From this we can conclude that PSL, being the 
unique minimal normal subgroup of PrL, is normalized by some element 
outside PFL. But PI’L is the full automorphism group of PSL, so that 
we have constructed a non-trivial centralizer for PSL in S,, and this is 
impossible [8, exercise 4.51 because PSL is 2-transitive. 
We now return to the discussion of the collineation group of D. Since 
we assume that G is doubly transitive on the points, the previous discussion 
shows that G is transitive on flags. By the construction of D, the stabilizer 
of a Bag (b, B) contains PTL(2,9) acting in its natural representation on 
the 10 points of B\{bj . If this is the stabilizer of a flag, then PI’L(2, 9) has 
a transitive extension, contrary to what was proved in the lemma. Hence 
the stabilizer of a flag (b, B) acts as S,, on the 10 points of B\(b). But 
then Gb acts as S,, on the 11 blocks containing b. This action is faithful 
for, if B, , B, are 2 blocks containing b, they determine exactly 1 more 
point b’. Fixing B, and B, and b forces b’ to be fixed. This gives 
II . IO/2 = 55 fixed points, other than b, for a collineation fixing these 
11 blocks. But then S,, would have a faithful representation on the 
remaining 45 blocks. Because 11 is prime to 45, the subgroup fixing one 
of the 45 blocks is transitive, hence primitive on the I1 biocks. But then 
Manning’s theorem again applies, forcing 210 to divide 45, and this is 
absurd. Hence G is not doubly transitive on the points of D. 
Hence G is rank three on the points of D. If the stabilizer of a point is 
isomorphic to PI’L (2,9), we are finished. If not, it acts as S,, on the orbit 
of 10 points, and the block B, is fixed by all collineations which fix b. 
Take 2 distinct points, b, , b, , other than b, on Bb . Then for i = I,2 we 
see that bi together with b determines two blocks. One of these is B, and, 
since the orbit is self paired, the other must be B,,. . Furthermore Bbl and 
Bb? have a point cl.2 in common which does not lie’on Bb . As in Wales [7], 
this shows that the representation on the 45 point orbit of Gb must be 
that on the unordered pairs drawn from 10 points. Noting that S,, on the 
unordered pairs is a rank three group with one orbit of a stabilizer of 
length 16 and the other of length 28 shows that G cannot be a rank three 
extension of S,, of degree 56 (the arithmetic conditions on the parameters 
k, I, h, p of [4] cannot be satisfied). 
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